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Abstra t

With its 56-bit key size, the data en ryption standard (DES) seems
to be at end of its useful lifetime. Also, the 64-bit DES blo k size is
dangerously small for some appli ations. We dis uss te hniques su h as
triple DES and DESX to push up the key size, and we present DEAL to
in rease both blo k and key size. We propose DEAL

KX , a new variant

of DEAL with an improved key s hedule.
Keywords: DES
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INTRODUCTION

The `data en ryption standard' (DES) is the most widely used blo k
ipher in the world. For many { if not most { smart ards, a DES implementation is available. But soon, a DES su essor AES (`advan ed
en ryption standard') { the `en ryption standard for the 21-st entury'
{ is to be hosen. Will all the investments in the DES be lost, then?
With its tiny key spa e of 56 bit, ordinary single DES has long been
known to be inse ure, and most serious se urity appli ations use triple
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DES instead. Triple DES usually omes in either of two variants: Twokey triple DES with a (formal) key size of 2  56 = 112 bit, and three-key
triple DES with 3  56 = 168 key bits. For the AES, three key sizes are
de ned: 128, 192, and 256 bit.
Apart from being three times slower than single DES, triple DES still
inherits the DES blo k size of 64 bits. pEven for an ideal b-bit blo k
ipher, se urity is at risk if more than 2b = 2b=2 bits are en rypted
under the same key { the `square-root bound'. Today, some pra ti al
appli ations an ex eed the square-root bound for DES and triple DES
with b = 64. Therefore, the AES blo k size was spe i ed with b = 128.
In the urrent paper we dis uss DES-based blo k iphers with an improved key length, ompared to single DES. We start with some remarks
on the se urity of single DES in Se tion 1. We ontinue with Se tion 2 regarding double and triple DES. Se tion 3 treats DESX and frugal DESX
to improve the DES key size. Both are about as eÆ ient as single DES.
In Se tion 4 we des ribe DEAL, a DES-based blo k ipher with 128 bit
blo ks. For the original key s hedule of DEAL some se urity problems
are des ribed. To ounter these problems, we propose two variants of
DEAL in Se tion 5. We nally dis uss why one may prefer DES-based
en ryption over the AES, onsider smart ard spe i implementation
issues, and summarise our results.
1.

SINGLE DES AND ITS SECURITY

With 56 bit keys, single DES is vulnerable to straightforward exhaustive key sear h atta ks. On the average, su h an atta k needs only 255
single DES en ryptions. Are there other atta ks for single DES? Note
that good dedi ated atta ks on single DES might well endanger DESbased onstru tions su h as the ones des ribed in this paper, for whi h
exhaustive key sear h is not feasible.
Dedi ated atta ks against single DES are known, whi h a tually are
faster than exhaustive key sear h. Su h atta ks are the di erential and
linear ryptanalysis of DES [3, 13℄ and the Davies' atta k [2℄. But all
these known analyti atta ks require more than 240 known or hosen
plaintexts to be en rypted under the same key. Like every 64-bit blo k
ipher, single DES should not be used to en rypt more than 232 blo ks,
anyway. Thus, while the above dedi ated atta ks onstitute great theoreti al advan es, their pra ti al relevan e is quite low.
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DOUBLE DES AND TRIPLE DES

Double DES takes two 56-bit keys L and M and omputes the en ryption
fun tion
DES2L;M (P ) = DESM (DESL (P )):
Similarly, triple DES takes three 56-bit keys L, M , and N , and omputes
DES3L;M;N (P ) = DESN (DESM1 (DESL (P ))):
See also Figure 1.
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Double DES has long been known to be vulnerable to meet-in-themiddle (MITM) te hniques, see Merkle and Hellman [14℄. While the
original MITM atta k requires a huge amount of memory and is hardly
feasible, Oors hot and Wiener [16, 17℄ developed improved MITM te hniques with greatly redu ed spa e requirements at the ost of a slightly
in reased omputation time for the atta ker.
Triple DES is typi ally used in either of two avours: three-key triple
DES with three independent sub-keys L, M , and N , and two-key triple
DES with N = L.
Two-key triple DES is vulnerable to Oors hot's and Wiener's MITM
te hniques [16℄ and an be broken with 256 units of everything: memory,
time and hosen plaintexts. An atta k whi h requires 256 plaintexts
hosen by the atta ker to be en rypted under the same key hardly seems
pra ti al. On the other hand, some trade-o s between memory, time and
the number of hosen plaintexts are possible. While no pra ti al atta k
for two-key triple DES is known, we would prefer to use three-key triple
DES wherever possible.
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Three-key triple DES an be atta ked by the same standard MITM
te hnique as double DES, but this atta k requires 2112 steps of omputation. Lu ks [11℄ redu ed this to about 2108 single DES en ryptions.
This is infeasible today and will remain so for de ades. We on lude:
The e e tive key size of three-key triple DES is suÆ ient to prote t data
for quite a long time.
But three-key triple DES also su ers from some drawba ks, su h are:
1 Triple DES is slow { one triple DES en ryption takes roughly the
time of three single DES en ryptions.
2 Three-key triple DES makes bad use of its key size, ompared to
an ideal 168-bit blo k ipher.1
3 Even if we assume that no pra ti al atta k against single DES exists, we do not know whether Lu ks' atta k is the best one against
three-key triple DES.
4 The blo k size of three-key triple DES is only 64 bit, as in the ase
of single DES.
3.

DESX AND FRUGAL DESX

In this se tion we des ribe the DES-based blo k ipher DESX. DESX
is a 64-bit blo k ipher and uses a triple of two 64-bit sub-keys M0 and
M1 and a 56-bit DES-key L as its key:
DESXM0 ;L;M1 (P ) = DESL (P  M0 )  M1 :
We also des ribe a variant DESX0 or `frugal DESX', for whi h 120 key
bits suÆ e by de ning M0 = M1 . In other words, frugal DESX takes a
key pair (L; M ) as its key, where the sub-key L is a 56-bit DES key and
the sub-key M is a 64-bit `whitening key':
DESX0 (P ) = DESL (P  M )  M:
L;M

Both DESX and frugal DESX an be seen as a remedy for the drawba ks
1{3 of triple DES.
Due to the DES omplementation property2 , both DESX and frugal
DESX have pairs of equivalent keys, i.e. DESM0 ;L;M1 = DESM0 ;L;M1 for
DESX and DESM;L;M = DESM;L;M for frugal DESX.
3.1.

THE BLACK-BOX MODEL

Now, we des ribe the `bla k-box model' for blo k iphers. While the internal stru ture of the DES is known, we argued above that the most
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pra ti al atta k against single DES is exhaustive key sear h, i.e., does
not exploit the internal stru ture of DES. In this ontext, it seems reasonable to view a blo k ipher su h as DES as a bla k-box with unknown
internals.
The blo k ipher F with bit keys and bit blo ks, is assumed to
onsist of 2 random permutations FK : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g (for us,
`random' always implies ` hosen a ording to the uniform probability
distribution'). `FK 1 ' means de ryption under K . The adversary has
no a ess to the `internal stru ture' of F , but for any K 2 f0; 1g and
b 2 f0; 1g she an ask a `bla k box' for both FK (b) and FK 1 (b).
In the model, the bla k boxes are realised by an ora le. The adversary
an ask the ora le for FK1 (X ), the en ryption or de ryption of a text
X 2 f0; 1g under a key K 2 f0; 1g . For the omposed blo k ipher E ,
the adversary an also hoose plaintexts
Given a query (; b) 2 (f E 1 g [ f Fk1 j k 2 f0; 1g g)  f0; 1g , the
ora le's reply is (b) 2 f0; 1g . An adversary asking at most e queries
(E 1 ; b) and at most f queries (Fk1 ; b) is `(e; f )-restri ted '. Usually, e
is under the ontrol of the se urity ar hite t, and f is a measure for the
omputational resour es needed for the atta k.
The adversary A has to de ide whether E is a random permutation
 : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g or a permutation EK  : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g , depending on F and a random key K  2 f0; 1g unknown to A. (Here,
`f0; 1g ' denotes the key spa e of E  .) A's output is b 2 f0; 1g. A's `advantage' is the unsigned di eren e of two probabilities: Prob[A outputs
1 if E = ℄ and Prob[A outputs 1 if E = EK  ℄.
The above des ribes a very weak adversary, a `distinguishing adversary'. This is a theoreti al on ept { in pra ti e an adversary wants
to nd something useful for her, not just distinguish the en ryption
used from a random permutation. But any pra ti al atta k, if su essful, learly would allow distinguishing, too. In other words, the nonexisten e of distinguishing atta ks implies the se urity against pra ti al
atta ks (assuming the number of plaintext/ iphertext pairs known to
the adversary is well below the square-root bound).
3.2.

FORMAL TREATMENT AND RESULTS

Even and Mansour [6℄ des ribed a blo k ipher using `a single pseudorandom permutation' without a se ret key. (One ould think of using,
say, single DES under a xed non-se ret 56-bit key.) Their main result
was that the advantage of an (e; f )-restri ted adversary does not ex eed
ef=2 (asymptoti ally). By des ribing and analysing an appropriate
atta k, Daemen [5℄ demonstrated this bound to be tight.
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The work of Kilian and Rogaway [7℄ on `FX' (where F is a blo k
ipher su h as the DES, with -bit keys and -bit blo ks) an be seen
as a generalisation of Even's and Mansour's work. They proved:

Theorem 1 Let A be an (e; f )-restri ted adversary atta king FX. A's
advantage is at most ef=2 + 1 .
(Even`s and Mansour`s s heme is the spe ial ase with = 0). By
generalising Daemen's atta k Kilian and Rogaway also demonstrated
the tightness of their bound. They des ribed an atta k on FX to re over
the se ret FX key. The atta k treats F as a bla k-box and on the average
asks for about 2 + +1 =e F -en ryptions.
Theorem 1 bounds the advantage of a bla k-box atta ker from below.
The atta k found by Kilian and Rogaway is an upper bound extremely
lose to the lower bound.
If we use DES for the blo k ipher template F , we get DESX. As
mentioned by Kilian and Rogaway, DESX has been invented by Rivest
and is used by RSA in . sin e about 1985. Note that DESX, as des ribed
by Kilian and Rogaway, utilises 184 independent key bits: a 64-bit prewhitening key M0 , a 64-bit post-whitening key M1 , and a DES key L.
The original variant of DESX from RSA in . just derives the sub-key
M1 from M0 and L [19℄. The advantage of the original variant is that no
obvious pairs of equivalent keys seem to exist. But it is un lear how to
prove something similar to Theorem 1 for the original variant, whi h we
ignore in this paper, writing `DESX' for the Kilian/Rogaway variant.
What about the se urity of frugal FX? Surprisingly, it is just as se ure
as FX itself. In a side-note, Kilian and Rogaway point out that Theorem
1 also holds for frugal FX (whi h they denoted `FX0 '). This is in spite
of an FX key being bit longer than a key for frugal FX. In other
words: DESX with its 184-bit key is as se ure as frugal DESX
with its 120-bit key! This is an important observation whi h seems to
have been overlooked by many engineers implementing DESX before. A
formal treatment of FX0 and a proof of se urity are given in the appendix.
What does Theorem 1 (or Theorem A1 in the appendix) tell us about
the se urity of DESX (or frugal DESX)? If we allow e  232 blo ks to be
en rypted under the same key { more than this is dangerous anyway {
the adversary has to do the equivalent of more than 285 single DES enryptions for a key-sear h atta k. A paper written in 1995 [4℄ estimates
that the key-length of a ryptosystem should be at least 75 bits `to provide adequate ommer ial se urity' against well-funded adversaries (su h
as government agen ies). Due to Moore's law, DESX and frugal DESX
provide prote tion until at least 2010. If we further restri t the number
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e of blo ks en rypted under the same key, we improve the se urity. (In
Se tion 5, we des ribe an appli ation of frugal DESX with e being tiny.)
4.

DEAL

In [9℄, Knudsen proposes the 128-bit ipher DEAL with a blo k size of
128 bits. It uses DES in the round fun tion and a epts three di erent
key sizes, namely 128, 192, and 256 bits. For the rst two sizes, Knudsen
re ommends to use six rounds, for for 256 bit keys eight rounds are
re ommended. Depending on the key size, the three variants of DEAL
are denoted DEAL-128, DEAL-192, and DEAL-256. DEAL has been a
andidate for the NIST AES standard, but was not sele ted as one of
the ve nalists. In this paper, we often write `DEAL' for DEAL-128.
Parts of this se tion have been taken from [12℄.
4.1.

A DESCRIPTION OF DEAL

4.1.1
The DEAL Core.
A 128-bit plaintext is split up into
two halves (x0 ; y0 ) 2 (f0; 1g64 )2 . Two onse utive rounds j and j +
1 of DEAL take the 128-bit blo k (xj 1 ; yj 1) 2 (f0; 1g64 )2 and the
two round keys Rj and Rj +1 as the input to ompute the output blo k
(xj +1 ; yj +1) 2 (f0; 1g64 )2 by

yj
:= yj 1  ERj (xj 1 );
yj +1 := yj ;
where  des ribes the bit-wise XOR-operation for 64-bit strings and j is
odd. By E , we denote the DES en ryption fun tion. Figure 2 des ribes
xj
:= xj 1;
xj +1 := xj  ERj+1 (yj );

and

the full six rounds of DEAL.
Thus, DEAL (=DEAL-128) needs 6 round keys R1 , : : : R6 . Internally,
every round key is used as a DES key, ignoring the `parity bits' and hen e
onsists of 56 bits. DEAL uses a `key s hedule' to generate the round
keys from the given 128-bit master key.

4.1.2
The DEAL Key S hedule.
The key s hedule of DEAL
takes two keys K1 , K2 , ea h of 64 bit, and returns 6 round keys R1 ,
: : : , R6 of 56 bits ea h. The round keys are generated using DES enryption under a xed DES-key R (whi h is, in hexade imal notation,
R = 0123456789ab def). (1), : : : , (4) are four di erent onstant 64bit strings, where none is 000: : : 0. (For details, how the onstants (i)
are de ned, we refer the reader to [9℄. See also our de nition of similar
onstants in Se tion 5.3.)
The DEAL round keys are generated from K1 ; K2 as follows:

R1 := ER (K1 )
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The parity bits of the 64-bit values Ri are ignored when Ri is used as a
DES-key (i.e., a DEAL round key), but are relevant for omputing Ri+1 .
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THE SECURITY OF DEAL

MITM te hniques an be used to re over the DEAL round keys. This
was stressed by Knudsen himself. The six-round version of DEAL is
vulnerable to a meet-in-the-middle atta k requiring roughly (256 )3 =
2168 en ryptions. For the eight-round version, the atta k needs roughly
(256 )4 = 2224 en ryptions.
Thus the theoreti al key size of DEAL is approximately no more than
168 for the six-round version and 224 for the eight-round version. This
bounds the theoreti al key size of DEAL-192 (six rounds) and DEAL-256
(eight rounds). Due to their memory requirements, these meet-in-themiddle te hniques are quite unrealisti , though trade-o te hniques to
save storage spa e at the ost of in reased running time are known [17℄.
Knudsen des ribes a hosen plaintext atta k to re over the round keys
of the six-round version of DEAL. His atta k requires about 2121 DESen ryptions using roughly 270 hosen plaintexts. Due to the huge amount
of hosen plaintexts, this atta k appears to be quite impra ti al. But
this results indi ates that theoreti ally the e e tive key size of DEAL
annot ex eed 2122 .
So far, so good! But several authors [12, 20, 10℄ expressed on erns
about the DEAL key s hedule:
The rst round key does not depend on all bits of the master key
(K1 ; K2 ) [12, 20℄.
By generating 64-bit values and utting o the parity bits, sets of
equivalent or near-equivalent keys are generated [10℄.
While these weaknesses do not dire tly enable pra ti al atta ks, they
an nevertheless ause serious se urity problems in pra ti e.
If we x K1 , the remaining DEAL ipher is not just inse ure be ause
of its 64-bit key K2 : The rst round key R1 only depends on K1 , and
thus the rst round be omes a known transformation. Now, the atta ker
only has to atta k 5 rounds of DEAL, whi h is signi antly more easy
than atta king a 6-round variant under the same key size. In other
words, it is more useful for the atta ker to know K1 than to know K2 .
Now, as a on rete example, let a 80-bit key be hosen at random.
(Today, 80-bit of key entropy should be just enough to frustrate even
well-funded adversaries.) The 80-bit key is somehow padded to make
a 128-bit key, used as a master key for DEAL, e.g. 48 bits of the 128bit master key (K1 ; K2 ) are onstantly zero. An appli ation programmer may reasonably expe t that the se urity of su h a s heme does not
greatly depend on whi h bits are set to zero. But exa tly this happens in
the ase of DEAL: If 48 bit of K2 are set to zero, the remaining ipher is
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as se ure as ould be expe ted from a variant of DEAL with only 80-bit
keys. If 48-bit of K1 are set to zero, the ipher is signi antly weaker {
essentially, 216 atta ks on ve-round DEAL with 64-bit keys are to be
mounted.
We on lude: DEAL onstitutes an ex ellent way way of getting a
DES-based blo k ipher with 128-bit blo ks, but the key s hedule of
DEAL is somewhat worrisome.
5.

THE DEALKX -FAMILY

In this se tion, we propose new variants of DEAL (that is, variants with
the same ore but using a di erent key s hedule) to x the problems
des ribed above. We propose DEALKX , a new family of DEAL variants,
and spe i ally we propose DEALKX -120 for the use of 120-bit keys and
DEALKX -128 for 128-bit keys.
Re all that frugal DESX provides ex ellent se urity if the number e
of plaintext/ iphertext pairs is tiny. Our variants of DEAL use frugal
DESX (=DESX0 ) in the key s hedule. This approa h has been inspired
by Knudsen's `strong key s hedules' [8℄.
5.1.

DEALKX -120

Let a 120-bit key (L; M ) be given, where L is a 56-bit value and M
is a 64-bit value. Let l be the rst bit of the 56-bit DES key L, i.e.
bit no. 1. (As spe i ed in the standard [15℄, a DES key onsists of
64 bits, numbered from 1 to 64. Eight of these, namely bit 8, bit 16,
: : : , bit 64 are used as parity bits.) The key s hedule of DEALKX -120
is straightforward: De ne 12 distin t onstants (1; 0), (1; 1), : : : , (6; 0),
and (6; 1) and generate the round keys Ri with 1  i  6 as follows:

Ri := DESL ((i; l)  M )  M:

(1)

(In Se tion 5.3, some details are given how to de ne the onstants.)
What about the se urity of DEALKX -120 and its new key s hedule? First
note that for a given key (L; M ), only six plaintext/ iphertext pairs are
produ ed, where the plaintexts are onstants (1; l), : : : , (6; l) and the
iphertexts are the round keys R1 , : : : , R6 . Assume the adversary's
workload to be limited to the equivalent of 2110 single DES en ryptions,
i.e., f  110. Theorem 1 (or rather Theorem A1, proven in the appendix)
shows that the the han e to distinguish the six round keys R1 , : : : , R6
from random values is negligible. This makes DEALKX for f  110 as
se ure as DEAL with independent round keys.
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DEALKX -128

DEALKX -120 has the drawba k of a nonstandard 120-bit key size. In
the future, many blo k ipher appli ations will require the use of 128bit keys for interfa e- ompatibility with the AES or other standards.
Given a 128-bit key, we ould simply drop eight of the key bits and use
DEALKX -120. But up to eight bits of valuable entropy might get lost. If,
e.g., the 128 key bits onsists of 16 lower- ase letters `a'{`z', the entropy
of the full 128-bit key is log2 (26)  16  75 bit, but the entropy of the
120-bit key is slightly more than 70 bit.
As a remedy, we propose a dedi ated key s hedule for 128-bit keys
(L; M; n), where L is a 56-bit DES key, M is a 64-bit value, and the 16th key byte is denoted by n 2 f0; 1g8 . Similarly to the previous se tion,
we onsider a set of 6  2  256 = 3072 distin t onstants (i; l; n), i and l
as above, and n 2 f0; 1g8 is the sixteenth key byte. Generate the round
keys R1 , : : : , R6 as follows:
Ri := DESL ((i; l; n)  M )  M:
We stress that our reason for proposing DEALKX -128 was not to improve
the e e tive key size, ompared to DEALKX -120. The main point of
DEALKX -128 is to prote t possible low-entropy keys of 128-bit size from
further loss of entropy.
5.3.

DETAILS AND REMARKS

How do we de ne the onstants (i; l) for DEALKX -120 and the onstants
(i; l; n) for DEALKX -128? Let z = (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0) be the all-zero
byte. To make DEALKX -128 upward ompatible to DEALKX -120, we
set (i; l) = (i; l; z ).
From a point of se urity, it suÆ es that any two onstants (i; l; n)
and (i0 ; l0 ; n0 ) with i 6= i0 or l 6= l0 or n 6= n0 are di erent. Thus we
may de ne the onstants su h that these an be generated eÆ iently on
a smart ard. Certainly, we would not want to store a huge number of
xed `random' onstants in the program ode. Any onstant (i; l; n) is a
64-bit string, regarded as an 8-tuple (X0 ; X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ; X5 ; X6 ; X7 ) of
bytes. Byte X0 stores the bits 0; : : : ; 7, byte X1 the bits 8; : : : ; 15, and
so on.
Within this paragraph, we use hex notation for byte onstants. We
set X2 =    = X6 = 00. The rst byte X0 is used as a `round ounter':
for i = 1 we set X0 = 01, for i = 2 we set X0 = 02, : : : , and X0 = 06
for i = 6. The se ond byte is used for l: if l = 0 then X1 = 00 else
X1 = 01. The last byte X7 is identi al to the key byte n. As an
example, (3; 1; BF) = (03; 01; 00; 00; 00; 00; 00; BF).
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Why did we treat the key-bit l of L in su h a spe ial way? Re all that
due to the DES omplementation property, the DESX0 key spa e onsists
of 2119 pairs of equivalent keys. We want to avoid that DEALKX inherits
this weakness from DESX0 . Equation (1) makes sure that if we en rypt
under two di erent but equivalent DESX0 keys, we en rypt di erent
onstants { and thus produ e di erent round keys.
What are the advantages of the new key s hedule proposal for DEAL,
ompared to previous ones? As des ribed above, the original DEAL key
s hedule su ered from some se urity problems. Like the original DEAL
key s hedule for 128 bit keys, the DEALKX key s hedules require six
single DES en ryptions, all under the same DES key. In other words,
both o er essentially the same performan e.
Originally, DEAL was de ned for key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bit.
All three key s hedules for the di erent key sizes follow the same design
prin iple. On the other hand, it is diÆ ult to extend the design prin iple
behind the DEALKX key s hedules for larger key sizes. In this sense,
the DEALKX key s hedules are less exible than the original one.
But, if one has to meet su h extreme se urity requirements that one
needs more than, say, 110 bits of key size, one an (and perhaps should)
abandon DES-based en ryption and move to the AES.
Lu ks [12℄ des ribed a modi ation of the original DEAL key s hedule,
to remedy some of its weaknesses. Lu ks' modi ation o ers the same
degree of exibility as the original key s hedule and thus allows key sizes
of 128, 192 and 256 bit. But the modi ation is slightly slower than the
original key s hedule and the DEALKX one, requiring seven single DES
en ryption operations for 128-bit keys, instead of six.
6.
6.1.

DISCUSSION
DES-BASED ENCRYPTION OR AES?

As mentioned in the introdu tion, the DES su essor AES will soon be
hosen. One member of this onferen e's program ommittee riti ised
our approa h: `With AES, the next generation of ards will implement

the new algorithms and the life time of ards is typi ally only a few
years.' So why did we onsider DES-based iphers at all?

First, this paper has been written to explain that there is no need
for he ti ness when moving from DES-based to AES-based en ryption.
DES-based en ryption o ers ex ellent se urity for many years.
Se ond, though we believe that many smart ards will support the
AES soon, we expe t DES-based en ryption to oexist with the AES for
more or less unlimited time. Some reasons for this expe tation are:
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1 Even after the AES is hosen, DES-based lega y standards will
persist. (In his talk at the submitters' session at the third AES
Candidate Conferen e, April 2000, Ross Anderson provided an example for su h a lega y standard: A DES-based speed limiter system standardised in the European Union long ago.)
2 By the end of 1999, triple DES has been re-aÆrmed as an oÆ ial
standard 64-bit blo k ipher [15℄. The oexisten e of triple DES
and the AES has been signalised before [18℄.
3 Using a 128-bit blo k ipher is not always preferable to using a
64-bit one. If the appli ation typi ally deals with small plaintexts,
the bandwidth penalty for a 128-bit blo k ipher an be high.3
Note that the bandwidth issue is parti ularly important for smartards, where the ommuni ation bandwidth an be a major performan e
obsta le (see e.g. [1, 21℄). And if a smart ard is supposed to support
both 64-bit blo k en ryption and 128-bit blo k en ryption, it suÆ es
to implement DES-based en ryption s hemes, su h as triple DES and
DEAL. If one insists on using the AES for 128-bit blo k en ryption, one
may have to additionally implement triple DES on the same smart ard
to support 64-bit blo k en ryption, too.
6.2.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

Consider an implementation of either ipher using a subroutine for single DES. On a typi al smart ard without built-in DES hardware, the
subroutine's ode size an be expe ted to greatly ex eed the additional
ode to implement either DESX, DESX0 , triple DES, or DEALKX . So we
argue: in pra ti e the ode sizes of these iphers are about the same.
What about the throughput of our iphers? We simply ount the
alls to the subroutine, negle ting the time for the XOR operations.
DESX and DESX0 need one subroutine all to en rypt a 64-bit blo k,
triple DES needs three alls, and DEAL needs six alls to en rypt a
128-bit blo k. In other words, triple DES and DEAL a hieve the same
throughput, while DESX and DESX0 are three times faster. 4
In the ase of DEALKX , we run a key generation pro edure before
we start en rypting. It alls the DES subroutine six times, i.e., takes as
mu h time as en rypting one 128-bit blo k. Neither DESX, nor DESX0 ,
nor triple DES need an expensive key generation.
Memory, and espe ially RAM, an be pre ious on a smart ard. For
DESX, DESX0 and triple DES we just need to store the data blo k (64
bit) and the key (120{184 bit) in RAM, together 23{31 byte. DEAL
needs storage spa e for the data blo k (128 bit) and the six round keys
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R1 , : : : , R6 of 6  56 = 336 bit, i.e. 464 bit or 58 byte. If we also store

the master key (120{128 bit), we need another 15 or 16 byte of RAM.
On low-end smart ards, this may be too mu h for our given appli ation. (Note that we annot expe t to use all the RAM on the smart ard
just for the sole purpose of en rypting one plaintext blo k.) Fortunately,
the DEALKX key s hedule allows key generation `on the y'. I.e.,
we store the master key, generate the round key Ri when we need it,
and we overwrite Ri when we need the next round key. Now less than
40 byte of storage spa e suÆ e: for the data blo k (128 bit), for one
round key (56 bit) and for the master key (120{128 bit). This slows
down en ryption by a fa tor of 2, i.e., to en rypt one 128-bit blo k, we
have to all the DES subroutine 12 times. The DEALKX key s hedule is
better suited for key generation `on the y' than the original key s hedule, espe ially if our smart ard has to support both DEAL en ryption
and DEAL de ryption.
6.3.

SUMMARY

This paper des ribes triple DES and DESX, DES-based blo k iphers
with an improved key size. Triple DES is widely believed to be se ure,
but no formal justi ation of this belief is known. The se urity of DESX
an be justi ed by a rigorous formal treatment, assuming no unknown
weakness of single DES itself exits. A frugal variant of DESX, also alled
DESX0 , is as se ure as DESX and makes better use of the key spa e.
This paper also des ribes DEAL, a DES-based blo k ipher whi h,
apart from improving the key size, also doubles the DES blo k size.
Be ause of problems with the original DEAL key s hedule, new variants
of DEAL are proposed, namely DEALKX -120 and DEALKX -128.
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Notes
1. Breaking an ideal blo k ipher with a 168-bit key would require 2167 full en ryptions
on the average.
2. Let a denote the bit-wise omplement of a 2 f0; 1g . By the `DES omplementation
property' we des ribe the fa t that for all keys  2 f0; 1g64 and all plaintexts  2 f0; 1g56
the equation DES () = DES ( ) holds.
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3. We stress that a 64-bit blo k ipher should only be used if the appli ation designer
an guarantee the number of plaintexts en rypted under the same key to be well below 232 .
Otherwise, one better a epts the performan e penalty and uses a 128-bit blo k ipher, su h
as DEAL or the AES.
4. Both DEAL and triple DES an be optimised slightly. A DES en ryption starts with
applying a xed permutation on the plaintext bits and nishes with applying the inverse
permeation on the iphertext bits. Hen e, `inside' triple DES and DEAL, these permutations
may be left out.
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Appendix: The Se urity of Frugal FX

The ipher FX0 is de ned by
FX0 (P ) = FL (P
L;M

 M )  M:

Here, we provide a sket h of proof for the se urity of FX0 . By `A', we
denote an adversary. We de ne two experiments:

Experiment R The ora le realises 2 +1 independently hosen random
permutations Fk ; E : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g , with k 2 f0; 1g .
Experiment X The ora le realises 2 independently hosen random
permutations Fk with k 2 f0; 1g , randomly hooses the key (L; M )
in f0; 1g + , and de nes the permutation E by
E (P ) = FL (P  M )  M:

(A.1)
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After making her queries, A responds one bit A() 2 f0; 1g. Experiment R orresponds to F being a random permutation, experiment X
orresponds to F being a permutation of the FX0 -type. By prR (A),
and prX (A), we denote the probabilities that A responds a 1 under the
onditions of experiments R and experiment X:
prR (A) = Prob[A(R) = 1℄ and prX (A) = Prob[A(X ) = 1℄:

Then the advantage advA is advA = jprR (A) prX (A)j :
Kilian and Rogaway [7℄ mention FX0 and point out that it is as se ure
as FX itself. A tually, their proof regarding FX works for FX0 , as well.
But for the sake of self- ontainment, and sin e we suggest to use FX0 for
key set-up purposes, we prove the following on our own:

Theorem A1 If A is (e; f )-restri ted, advA  2ef=2

+

.

It is easy to simulate experiment R: Simulate 2 +1 random permutations. A's han e to respond 1 is prR (A). For experiment X we simulate
2 random permutations Fk . Given the key (L; M ) 2 f0; 1g + , the
treatment of ora le queries (E; P ) and E 1 (C ) is des ribed below. A
responds 1 with the probability prX (A).
(E 1 ; C ): Y := C  M
(E; P ): X := P  M
X := FL 1 (Y )
Y := FL (X )
( ora le query (FL ; X ) )
( ora le query (FL 1 ; Y ) )
C := Y  M
P := X  M
Now we de ne a third experiment by running experiment R and then
produ ing an output value bad 2 f0; 1g, invisible for A:

Experiment X* Do the following:
1 Run experiment R.
2 Choose a random key (L; M ) 2 f0; 1g + .
3 Run the badness-test des ribed in Figure A.1 and output bad.
By `Prob[ bad = 1 ℄' we denote the probability that running experiment X* results in the simulator to output `bad = 1'.

Claim 1 advA



Prob[ bad = 1 ℄.

Proof. For A, the experiments R and X* are the same, sin e A does
not know the value of bad. Given a key (L; M ), ompare the simulation
of experiment X and experiment X*. Ex ept when Condition (A.1) is
violated, a query (E 1 ; b) and its response de ne a relationship
E (P ) = C with X = P  M; Y = C  M; and FL (X ) = Y:

(A.2)
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bad := 0;
for all P 2 def(E ) do C := E (P ); X := P  M ; Y := C  M ;
if X 2 def(E ) then if FK (X ) 6= Y then bad := 1;
end; ( if )
else if Y 2 def(FK 1 )
then bad := 1;
else de ne(FK (X ) = Y );
end; ( if )
end; ( if )
end; ( for )
Figure A.1

Badness Test for experiment X*

When simulating experiment X, relationship (A.2) is always valid { if
ne essary, additional ora le queries (FL1 ; b0 ) are asked. Experiment X*
does not make su h an additional ora le query, but it an by han e
behave just as if it did. For every pair (P; C ) where E (P ) = C is
de ned, we may ompute the orresponding values X = P  M and
Y = C  M , and verify relationship (A.2). We distinguish:

2 def(FL): relationship (A.2) is violated if X  M 6= Y .
X 2 free(FL ): relationship (A.2) requires F (X ) = Y . If FL 1 (Y )
is de ned before, then FL 1 (Y ) = X 0 =
6 X , and (A.2) is violated.

1 X
2

The above des ribes what the badness-test does. I.e., if relationship
(A.2) is violated, experiment X* outputs `bad = 1'.
Thus, if `bad = 0', A an't nd out that her ora le is de ned by
experiment X* instead of experiment X. Anyway, X* and R are the
same for A. Hen e advA = jprX (A) prR (A)j  Prob[bad = 1℄.

Claim 2 Prob[bad = 1℄  2ef=2

+

:

Sket h of proof. Consider all ef pairs of ora le queries (E 1 ; b), (FK1 ; ).
Every su h pair de nes values P; C; K; X; Y with E (X ) = Y and FK (X ) =
Y . For every key (L; M ) 2 f0; 1g + , relationship (A.2) an only be violated if K = L and (X = P  M or Y = C  M ). Hen e for every pair
of queries, there are at most two keys (L; M ) whi h indu e a violation of
relationship (A.2). With ef pairs of queries, Prob[bad = 1℄  2ef=2 + .
The Claims 1 and 2 prove Theorem A1.
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Remark. Due to the DES omplementation property, DESX' (and
DESX) e e tively loose one bit of their formal key length. So we ount
the DES key size as = 55, while its blo k size is = 64, as usual.

